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ABSTRACT

Particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) simulations are performed to investigate the asymmetric secondary electron emission (SEE)
effects when electrons strike two different material electrodes in low pressure capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs). To describe the electron-surface
interactions, a realistic model, considering the primary electron impact energy and angle, as well as the corresponding surface property-dependent
secondary electron yields, is employed in PIC/MCC simulations. In this model, three kinds of electrons emitted from the surface are considered: (i)
elastically reflected electrons, (ii) inelastically backscattered electrons, and (iii) electron induced secondary electrons (SEs, i.e., d-electrons). Here, we
examined the effects of electron-surface interactions on the ionization dynamics and plasma characteristics of an argon discharge. The discharge is
driven by a voltage source of 13.56MHz with amplitudes in the range of 200–2000V. The grounded electrode material is copper (Cu) for all cases,
while the powered electrode material is either Cu or silicon dioxide (SiO2). The simulations reveal that the electron impact-induced SEE is an essen-
tial process at low pressures, especially at high voltages. Different electrode materials result in an asymmetric response of SEE. Depending on the
instantaneous local sheath potential and the phase of the SEE, these SEs either are reflected by the opposite sheath or strike the electrode surface,
where they can induce d-electrons upon their residual energies. It is shown that highly energetic d-electrons contribute significantly to the ioniza-
tion rate and a self-bias forms when the powered electrode material is assumed to be made of SiO2. Complex dynamics is observed due to the mul-
tiple electron-surface interaction processes and asymmetric yields of SEs in CCPs.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5094100

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-pressure capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs) are of vital
importance for extensive applications in microelectronic device
manufacturing.1–3 When the capacitive discharges are sustained in a
steady state, plasma particles including electrons and ions, as well as
fast weight neutrals, flow toward the bound substrate or metal electro-
des. Thus, the material properties of the electrode could be modified.
Meanwhile, the energetic particles striking the surface will induce sec-
ondary electron emission (SEE), which, in turn, affects the discharge
states. Therefore, the interactions between plasma and the surface are
attracting more and more interest in both academia and industries.
The particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) method
employs the fundamental equations without much approximation,

allowing us to retain most of the physics.4 Thus, it is an efficient mea-
sure to investigate the complex physics of plasma discharges.5–7 In
order to investigate the effect of SEE on the plasma physics, simplified
models were originally used in PIC/MCC simulations, i.e., the acceler-
ated positive ions through the sheath induce a constant SEE yield,
which was independent of the incident particle energy and angle.7–14

The importance of the incident particle energies and surface condi-
tions on SEE was explored in recent studies of low-pressure argon
CCPs.15–20 Daksha et al.19 found that the heavy particle energy-
dependent SEE has a negative influence on the separate control of ion
properties compared to the constant SEE yield model for ion bom-
bardment. Besides conducting PIC/MCC simulations in capacitive
oxygen discharges, Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson18 revealed that
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SEs induced by heavy particles (Oþ ions, Oþ2 ions, O atoms, and O2

molecules) have a significant impact on the electron density profile
and the sheath width when an energy-dependent SEE yield is applied.

In addition to the fast heavy particle-induced SEs, electrons can
be heated to be highly energetic by an expanding sheath and then pass
through the plasma bulk without any impacts with neutrals to
approach the opposite electrode at low pressures and high driving vol-
tages. When these highly energetic electrons overcome the potential
drop of the opposite sheath and strike the surface, a significant SEE
even with the emission yield larger than one can occur. As a result, the
characteristic of the plasma is affected. To describe such an electron-
induced SEE process, a realistic SEE model for electrons was ever pro-
posed by Gopinath et al.,21 considering the incident electron energy
and angle, as well as the corresponding secondary electron emission
coefficients (SEECs) based on surface properties. In this realistic
model, the total yield of SEs due to the electron impact consists of
three components: (i) elastically reflected electrons (el.-electrons), (ii)
inelastically backscattered electrons (inel.-electrons), and (iii) electron-
induced SEs (d-electrons). Recently, Horv�ath et al.22 used this realistic
model in PIC/MCC simulations and observed significantly enhanced
ionization dynamics compared to the results obtained from a simpli-
fied model for the electron-surface interactions. Of which, the plasma
is sustained at a pressure as low as 0.5 Pa and bound by two SiO2 elec-
trodes with a gap of 6.7 cm. The simulation results clearly revealed the
ionization mechanism of SEs induced by primary electrons and its
impact on the discharge parameters. The latest work of Horv�ath
et al.23 studied the influence of d-electrons on the ionization dynamics
and plasma characteristics at various pressures (between 0.5 Pa and
3.0Pa) and voltage amplitudes, assuming different secondary electron
(SE) yields induced by ions in a single-frequency (SF) source of
13.56MHz argon discharges. The effect of d-electrons on the ioniza-
tion dynamics is the most remarkable at low pressures, high voltage
amplitudes, and high values of the c coefficients.

However, in realistic semiconductor manufacturing, a wafer is
usually placed on one electrode of the CCP chamber, and the other
electrode is a metal material and grounded. Actually, previous simula-
tion studies usually focused on asymmetric SEE induced by ion bom-
bardment in CCPs.24,25 The asymmetric plasma response is produced
at relatively high pressures because of direct-current (DC) self-bias
induced by asymmetric c-electron yields. However, the influence of
asymmetric SEE induced by electrons is ignored. Thus, our aim is to
have an insight into the effects of asymmetric electrode material-
induced SEE on the ionization dynamics and plasma parameters in
low-pressure CCPs by performing a PIC/MCC simulation.

In this work, we carry out a detailed investigation of the effects of
electron-induced SEE on the plasma parameters, especially the ioniza-
tion dynamics in CCPs by PIC/MCC simulations. The discharges are
operated at a low pressure of 2.0Pa in argon. The powered electrode
materials are chosen to be Cu or SiO2. Hence, the corresponding
asymmetry in the emission coefficients of the SEs induced by electrons
is taken into account. A realistic description of electron-surface inter-
actions, considering the energy and angle of primary electrons, as well
as the surface properties, is employed in our PIC/MCC simulations.

This paper is structured in the following way. In Sec. II, a brief
description of PIC/MCC simulation and the self-consistent SEE model
used in simulations are introduced. The simulation results are presented
and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
A. PIC/MCC simulation

The simulations are based on a standard 1D3V (i.e., one-
dimensional in space and three-dimensional in velocity) electrostatic
PIC/MCC method.4,26,27 The discharge is sustained between two
parallel-plate and infinite electrodes with a gap distance of 4 cm in
argon at 2.0 Pa. In the Monte Carlo collision process, we separately
considered elastic, excitation, and ionization collisions for electrons, as
well as elastic and charge transfer collisions for Arþ ions. The electron
cross-sectional data applied are given in Ref. 28, and the ion cross sec-
tions are adopted from Ref. 29. A voltage source V(t) ¼ V0cos(2pft)
with f¼ 13.56MHz was connected with the electrode at the position of
z¼ 0 cm. The plasma particles traced in the simulations are electrons
and Arþ ions. We assume that the powered electrode is made of differ-
ent materials. This assumption leads to an asymmetric yield of SEs
emitted from two different electrode surfaces. The opposite electrode is
at the position of z¼ 4 cm and grounded. As for the ion-induced SEE
coefficient, a commonly used parameter c¼ 0.210,14 was assumed in all
cases. The assumption for the ion-induced SEE coefficient is simplified
since we aim to present the effects of the realistic electron-surface inter-
actions on the discharge characteristics. The initial velocities of the c-
electrons emitted from the surfaces are sampled from a Maxwellian
distribution with an average electron temperature of 2.0 eV, and these
c-electrons are emitted toward the plasma in an isotropic way. The gas
temperature is constant, 400K. The initial electron and Arþ ion tem-
peratures are set to be 2.0 eV and 0.026 eV, respectively.

In order to consider the generation of the DC self-bias in the sim-
ulation, we count the accumulated electrons and ions, as well as the
number of SEs induced by incident electrons and ions at each elec-
trode separately, and adjust the DC self-bias iteratively until the cycle
averaged electron and ion fluxes at each electrode are balanced.30 This
DC self-bias will change the plasma potential and, in turn, affect the
SE yields induced by electrons at both electrodes.

Our simulations are performed to study the discharge operated
in two different cases. In case A, both electrodes are assumed to be
made of Cu; In case B, the powered electrode material is set to be SiO2

and the grounded electrode material is the same as in case A.

B. Electron-surface interaction model

In our simulations, we include an accurate material specific treat-
ment regarding the electron-surface interactions, which takes into
account the energy and angle of primary electrons, as well as the sur-
face properties to determine the partial emission coefficients of differ-
ent electron-surface interactions. Horv�ath et al.22 have introduced this
realistic model in detail. Here, we just briefly review it. The total yield
of SEs, r, due to primary electron bombardment is composed of three
components: (i) elastically reflected electron yield, gel., (ii) inelastically
backscattered electron yield, ginel., and (iii) true SE yield, d. Therefore

r ¼ gel: þ ginel: þ d: (1)

The corresponding emission coefficients are determined as proposed
by Sydorenko.31 Vaughan32,33 has modeled this empirical formula of
the total electron-induced SEECs as follows:

rV ¼ rmaxWðwÞ: (2)

The energy dependence appears implicitly in the right-hand side of
Eq. (2) through
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WðwÞ ¼ we1�w½ �k; (3)

where the normalized energy w is given by

w ¼ e� e0
emax � e0

(4)

and

k ¼
0:56 w < 1

0:25 wP1;

(

where e is the energy of primary electrons, e0 is the threshold energy
for the emission of electron-induced SEs. k is a curve fit parameter,
which was determined by Vaughan32 to fit the model. The SE yield
normally increases with the incidence angle h (h ¼ 0 signifies normal
incidence). The incidence angular dependence is illustrated in Ref. 4
for electron-induced SEE. An analytical model of angular dependence
was proposed by Vaughan,32 which accounts for the variation of rmax

and emax with energy. ks is a smoothness factor in order to model the
characteristics of the surface, whose value can vary between 0 for
rough surfaces and 2 for polished surfaces. This model modifies the
values of rmax and emax as

rmax ¼ rmax;0 1þ ks
2p

h2
� �

; (5)

emax ¼ emax;0 1þ ks
p

h2
� �

; (6)

where emax,0 is the energy at the maximum yield and rmax,0 is the cor-
responding yield for normal incidence. The model takes into account
the variation of the electron-induced SE yield (i.e., various rmax,0) with
the energy and angle of incidence as well as with the surface properties
via Eqs. (2)–(6). Sydorenko31 presented a correction to the total emis-
sion coefficient rV proposed by Vaughan.32 In order to take into
account the electron elastic reflection process, which has a significant
effect due to low primary electron energies, the elastic reflection coeffi-
cient, gel., is calculated as

gel: ¼ rel:rV þ
gel:;maxw1e1�w1 eel:;0 < e < eel:;max

gel:;max 1þ w2½ �e�w2 e > eel:;max;

(
(7)

w1 ¼
e� eel:;0

eel:;max � eel:;0
; (8)

w2 ¼
e� eel:;max

Del:
; (9)

FIG. 1. The total electron-induced emission coefficient r and the partial emission coefficients of the elastic reflection gel., inelastic backscattering ginel., and electron-induced
SEE d as a function of the incident electron energy e, obtained for normal incidence (h ¼ 0) for SiO2 and Cu electrode surfaces.
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where eel.,0 is the threshold energy for the elastic reflection and Del.

is used to control the decay of gel. as a function of incident electron
energies e, when e is higher than the energy of primary electrons at
the maximum elastic reflection eel.,max. At energies above eel.,0, the
el.-electrons typically comprise about 3% of the total ejected elec-
trons,4,21 and they have the full incident energy. The inel.-electrons,
comprising about 7% of the ejected electrons,4,21 have energy
between zero and the incident energy. The d-electrons, comprising
about 90% of the ejected electrons, and initial velocities of the
d-electrons are taken as a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at a
temperature of tens of eV.4

rel. controls the portion of the el.-electrons in the total electron-
induced SEs for high energies (secondaries with energy > e0). The
inelastic reflection coefficient, ginel., is determined as

ginel: ¼ rinel:rV; (10)

where ginel. controls the portion of the inel.-electrons in the total
electron-induced SE flux. Finally, the yield of true secondaries d is
obtained as

d ¼ ð1� rel: � rinel:ÞrV: (11)

Therefore, d is set to 0.9 to reflect the portion of the d-electrons in the
ejected SEs induced by electrons. Due to the correction term in the
equation, the total emission coefficient r differs from rV at low inci-
dent energies.

Figure 1 shows the total electron-induced SEE coefficient r and
the partial emission coefficients of the elastic reflection gel., inelastic
backscattering ginel., as well as electron-induced SEE d as a function
of the incident electron energy e, at normal incidence for Cu [Figs.
1(a) and 1(d)] and SiO2 [Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)] electrode surfaces by fit-
ting the above empirical formulas. The bottom row in Fig. 1 is the
enlargement of the corresponding figures in the top row of Fig. 1 in
the range of electron energies from 0 to 100 eV. The parameters used
in the realistic model of the electron-surface processes for SiO2 and
Cu are listed in Table I.22 As shown in Fig. 1(c), the general shape of
rV has a similar trend for different surface materials, and rV

increases rapidly with increasing incident electron energy e. It first
reaches a maximum value of rmax,0 at a primary electron energy of
emax,0 and then decreases slowly as primary energies increase. The
values of rmax,0 vary over a wide range for different materials, and
rmax,0 is set to 1.2 for Cu and 2.5 for SiO2, respectively. As for the
elastic reflection yield gel., it is generally higher at low energies for

TABLE I. Typical secondary electron emission parameters for SiO2 and Cu.

No. Parameter Description

Value

SiO2 Cu

1. e0 The threshold energy for electron-induced d-electron emission 15 eV (Ref. 22) 15 eV (Ref. 21)
2. emax,0 The energy of primary electrons at the maximum emission 400 eV (Ref. 35) 400 eV (Ref. 21)
3. rmax,0 The maximum emission at normal incidence 2.5 (Ref. 35) 1.2 (Ref. 21)
4. ks Smoothness factor of the surface 1 1
5. eel.,0 The threshold energy for elastic reflection 0 eV (Ref. 36) 0 eV (Ref. 36)
6. eel.,max The energy of primary electrons at the maximum elastic reflection 5 eV (Ref. 34) 10 eV (Ref. 34)
7. gel.,max The maximum of the elastic reflection 0.5 (Ref. 34) 0.1 (Ref. 34)
8. Del. Control parameter for the decay of gel. 5 (Ref. 36) 5 (Ref. 36)
9. rel. Portion of elastically reflected electrons at high energies 0.03 (Ref. 21) 0.03 (Ref. 21)
10. rinel. Portion of inelastically reflected electrons at high energies 0.07 (Ref. 21) 0.07 (Ref. 21)

FIG. 2. Left: The central ion density obtained from case A and case B, nAi max and n
B
i max (left vertical scale), and the density ratio n

B
i max=n

A
i max (right vertical scale) as a function of

the driving voltage amplitude, V0; Right: The plot of the DC self-bias obtained from case B as a function of the driving voltage amplitude, V0. Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm,
f¼ 13.56MHz, and p¼ 2.0 Pa. In case A, both electrode materials are Cu; In case B, the powered electrode material is SiO2 and the grounded electrode material is Cu.
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FIG. 3. Time-averaged spatial profiles of the plasma potential (first row), the charged particle density (second row), and the electron power absorption (third row) obtained
from both cases at V0 ¼ 200 V (left column) and V0 ¼ 1000 V (right column), respectively. Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, and p¼ 2.0 Pa.
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dielectrics than that for metals.34 We thus assume that the elastic
reflection yield gel. rapidly increases up to 0.5 at 5 eV for SiO2 and 0.1
at 10 eV for Cu in this model. That is, the total SE yield r of Cu is
always lower than that of SiO2 for all primary electrons.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Effects of SEs on plasma parameters

Figure 2(a) shows the ion density of case A (both electrode mate-
rials are set to be made of Cu), nAi max, and case B (the powered

electrode material is set to be SiO2, and the grounded electrode mate-
rial is set to be Cu), nBi max, in the center of the discharge chamber, as a
function of the driving voltage amplitude V0, at a pressure of
p¼ 2.0 Pa, an electrode gap of d¼ 4.0 cm, and a driving frequency of
f¼ 13.56MHz (left vertical scale). The driving voltages are adjusted
from 200V to 2000V. One can see that the ion density increases line-
arly with rising V0 in both cases at a given pressure. As expected, the
plasma density obtained from case B is higher compared to that
obtained from case A for all V0 due to higher electron-induced SEECs

FIG. 4. Spatiotemporal distributions of electron density, of which color scales are logarithmic and cover two orders of magnitude (first row), electron power absorption (second
row), and the electric field (third row) obtained from case A (left column) and case B (right column). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and
V0¼ 1000 V. The dashed rectangles in Fig. 4(f) show the regions of field reversal.
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in case B. This indicates that the effect of electron-induced SEE on the
plasma density is pronounced, in spite of the fact that only the powered
electrode material is SiO2. On the right vertical scale of Fig. 2(a), the
ratio of the central ion densities, nBi max=n

A
i max, is given as a function of

V0. It reveals that relatively higher plasma density is obtained in case B
as V0 increases. At the highest voltage amplitude of V0 ¼ 2000V, a
maximum density ratio, nBi max=n

A
i max, of about 1.3 is obtained.

The DC self-bias as a function of V0 for case B is presented in
Fig. 2(b). The increasing voltage leads to a more pronounced asymme-
try in the SEE flux emitted from two electrodes in case B, resulting in
an increase in DC self-bias. For an argon discharge at a low pressure of
2.0Pa, the electron mean free path k ¼ (ngr)

�1 is comparable to the
discharge scale, and hence, the electron dynamics are in the nonlocal
regime.37 Consequently, the DC self-bias caused by asymmetric SEECs
is lower than expected.25 Note that the DC self-bias is normalized by
V0 on the right vertical scale. Since high voltage enhances the nonlocal
properties of electrons, the normalized DC self-bias decreases with
increasing V0.

Time-averaged spatial profiles of the plasma potential,
the charged particle densities, and the electron power absorption (Pe
� hJe � Ei) for both cases are shown in Fig. 3 for V0 ¼ 200V (left col-
umn) and V0 ¼ 1000V (right column), respectively. For case A, the
potential profiles are symmetric as expected, whereas the sheath volt-
age division turns to be asymmetric and a DC self-bias forms at the
powered electrode for case B. Because of the higher SE flux at the pow-
ered electrode, a lower voltage drop is needed here to balance the elec-
tron and ion currents. The results obtained from case B give nearly
symmetric profiles of charged particle density due to low DC self-bias.
However, the peak densities of charged particles obtained from case B
are higher than those obtained from case A for both driving voltages,
and the increase in peak densities is more pronounced at a high driv-
ing voltage amplitude. The electron power absorption mainly takes
place in the sheath regions, and the double peak structure at the
expansion sheath edge is caused by the acceleration of electrons under
the effect of the ambipolar field.38 An asymmetric spatial profile is
found in different sheath regions for case B. Although the potential
drop of the sheath is lower at the powered electrode (shown in the top
row of Fig. 3), the peak of the power absorption is significantly
enhanced adjacent to the powered electrode (shown in the bottom

row of Fig. 3). It can be understood that the high fluxes of SEs at the
powered electrode [see Fig. 9(d)] lead to significant current densities
and further enhance the electron power absorption near the powered
electrode at a high driving voltage of V0¼ 1000V, while the profiles of
electron power absorption can hardly be altered at low V0.

In order to further explore the effects of electron-induced SEE on
plasma parameters at high driving voltages, the spatiotemporal distri-
butions of the key discharge parameters are presented. Figure 4 shows
the spatiotemporal distributions of the electron density (first row), the
electron power absorption (second row), and the electric field (third
row) obtained from case A (left column) and case B (right column)
within two RF periods, respectively. Comparing the results obtained
from case A and case B, we can find that the asymmetric discharge
caused by different electrode materials has been remarkably enhanced
at low pressures and high voltages. In case B [shown in Fig. 4(f)], the
generation of an electric field reversal at the powered electrode during
sheath collapse has been observed. The regions of field reversal are
indicated by dashed rectangles in Fig. 4(f). Similar results were also
obtained in Ref. 22. The reversed electric field is generated to balance
cycle averaged electron and ion fluxes at the powered electrode. In
order to compensate the ion flux, a reversed electric field must be gen-
erated to pull back some of the SEs to the powered electrode, where
they can be absorbed in a certain probability.39

B. Heating mechanism of SEs

Figure 5 shows the spatiotemporal distributions of the total ioni-
zation rate within two RF periods for case A and case B at V0

¼ 1000V, respectively. The ionization is dominated by the electrons
that get accelerated at expanding sheath edges in both cases. At the
beginning of the RF period, we can clearly observe that a beam of
highly energetic electron is generated by the expanding sheath in both
cases, which propagates through the entire bulk and induces ionization
until it hits the opposing sheath. The trajectory of the reflected beam is
clearly visible in Fig. 5(b) and indicated by arrows. Multiple separate
beams in the spatiotemporal distributions of the ionization rate can be
observed. A strong beam is generated at the expanding sheath edge, and
some of these highly energetic electrons are bounced by the opposite
sheath in the collapse phase again. This dynamic leads to the formation
of the low-energy beam in the opposite direction. In contrast to case B,

FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal distributions of the total ionization rate within two RF periods obtained from case A (a) and case B (b). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm,
f¼ 13.56 MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0 ¼ 1000 V. The sheath edges are defined by jEzj ¼ 5000 Vm�1. The color bars are given in units of 1021 m�3 s�1.
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this reflected electron beam is not obvious in case A. This implies that
the low-energy beam is mainly composed of SEs, especially d-electrons.
The speculation is further confirmed by the results in Fig. 6. These
highly energetic electron beams can be heated several times by multiple
interactions with the sheaths at both electrodes and contribute effective
ionization. At a low pressure of 2.0 Pa and high driving voltages, a num-
ber of highly energetic electrons traverse the plasma bulk before trans-
ferring their energy through inelastic collisions with the background gas

and reach the opposite sheath edge. Consequently, these electrons with
high energies could overcome the sheath potential drop to bombard the
substrate surfaces and induce SEE.

In the simulations, we distinguish different groups of electrons in
order to more clearly understand the influence of SEs on ionization
dynamics.22,23 Figure 6 shows the individual contribution of bulk
electrons (electrons generated by electron or ion impact ionization),
r-electrons (which comprises all the three components of electron-

FIG. 6. Spatiotemporal distributions of the contributions of bulk electrons (first row), r-electrons (second row), and c-electrons (third row) to the total ionization rate (shown in
Fig. 5) obtained from case A (left column) and case B (right column). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0 ¼ 1000 V. The sheath edges are
defined by jEzj ¼ 5000 Vm�1. The color bars are given in units of 1021 m�3 s�1.
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induced SEs), and c-electrons to the total ionization rate (see Fig. 5)
within two RF periods based on case A (left column) and case B
(right column). By comparing the results of case A with those of case
B, it can be found that there is a crucial difference in the contribu-
tions of different groups of SEs to the total ionization rate. In case B,
r-electrons play a vital role in the ionization dynamics. 42.1% of the
total ionization rate is directly generated by these SEs at V0 ¼ 1000,
while the contribution of c-electrons to the total ionization rate is
only 11.2%. The remaining 46.7% of the total ionization rate is gener-
ated by bulk electrons. Namely, the contribution of r-electrons and
bulk electrons to the total ionization rate is comparable in case B at
V0¼ 1000V. However, bulk electrons dominate ionization in case A,
as 63.3% of the total ionization rate is induced by bulk electrons. The
portion of the total ionization rate caused by r-electrons and
c-electrons is only 23.3% and 13.4%, respectively. Actually, quite a
number of bulk electrons are directly generated by d-electron
impact ionization. This means that the d-electrons indirectly con-
tribute to an even higher ionization rate. It can be seen from Fig. 6
that bulk electrons get accelerated during the phase of sheath
expanding and penetrate into the plasma bulk. These bulk electron
beams are damped rapidly by colliding with the background gas
and efficiently confined inside the bulk region. r-electron beams
are launched before the sheath completely collapses at both electro-
des and accelerated by the residual sheath voltage (as shown in

Fig. 9). These highly energetic r-electron beams can traverse the
plasma bulk and hit the opposite sheath, where some of them are
reflected back into the bulk and form some low-energy beams.
The c-electrons emitted at the local electrode and accelerated by the
high instantaneous sheath voltage can also overcome the sheath
residual potential at the opposite electrode. Depending on the
instantaneous local sheath potential, they either are reflected back
into the bulk or hit the opposite electrode with high energies and
generate a number of d-electrons.22 The SEs induced by electrons
and ions can be bounced multiple times by time-varying sheaths
and generate additional ionization.

Figure 7 presents the individual contribution of reflected elec-
trons (including el.- and inel.-electrons) and d-electrons to the total
ionization rate (see Fig. 5). The reflected electron beams launch shortly
during sheath collapse at two electrodes (see the bottom row in Fig. 9).
These reflected electron beams are accelerated by locally expanding
sheath and damped rapidly due to collisions, which are similar to bulk
electron beams. In both cases, d-electrons with high energies contrib-
ute more ionization due to multiple reflections. Furthermore, the ioni-
zation rate induced by d-electron beams emitted by the powered
electrode is stronger than that emitted by the grounded electrode in
case B. Since the d coefficients are higher by a factor larger than two
for SiO2 compared to Cu (shown as Fig. 1), this significant difference
in d coefficients results in an asymmetric flux of d-electrons [shown as

FIG. 7. Spatiotemporal distributions of the contributions of d-electrons (top row) and reflected electrons (bottom row) to the total ionization (shown in Fig. 5) obtained from
case A (left column) and case B (right column). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0¼ 1000 V. The sheath edges are defined by
jEzj ¼ 5000 Vm�1. The color bars are given in units of 1021 m�3 s�1.
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Fig. 9(d)], which leads to an asymmetric distribution of ionization
induced by d-electrons in case B. Meanwhile, a competitive contribu-
tion between the reflected electrons and the d-electrons to the ioniza-
tion rate has been observed in case B. Despite the fact that the
maximum of the elastic reflection of the powered electrode (gel.,max

¼ 0.5) is much higher than that of the grounded electrode (gel.,max

¼ 0.1), the contribution of reflected electrons emitted from two elec-
trodes is approximately identical in case B [shown in Fig. 7(d)]. The
d-electrons accelerated by residual sheath voltage near the powered
electrode can gain more energy compared to the reflected electrons.
As a result, the d-electrons dominate the ionization dynamics and con-
sequently contribute a significant ionization rate.

To have deep insight into the asymmetric effects induced by dif-
ferent material electrodes, the composition of the ionization rate con-
tributed by r-electrons emitted from their original electrode obtained
from case A (top row) and case B (bottom row) is illustrated in Fig. 8.
It is shown that the ionization rate caused by r-electrons emitted from
both electrodes is symmetric in case A (top row). However, an asym-
metric contribution of r-electrons to the ionization rate is observed in
case B (bottom row). r-electrons emitted by the powered electrode
contribute about 3 times higher ionization rates than those of SEs
emitted by the grounded electrode.

The incident electron (In. e�) flux and outgoing electron (Out. or
r e�) flux, at the powered (bottom-left scale) and the grounded

(top-right scale) electrodes for both cases, are shown in the top row of
Fig. 9. In case A, the flux of In. or Out. e� at both sides of the electrode
is symmetric. While in case B, both the In. and Out. e� fluxes at the
powered electrode are higher than those at the grounded electrode,
indicating that the contribution of r-electrons emitted from the pow-
ered electrode to the ionization rate is higher than that emitted from
the grounded electrode [see Fig. 6(d)]. Moreover, the total flux of
SEs is slightly higher than that of In. electrons in the phase about
0.8< t= TRF < 0.9 and 1.1< t/TRF < 1.3, within which the sheath has
not completely collapsed at the powered electrode for V0 ¼ 1000V in
case B. This reveals that the emission of electron-induced d-electrons
is significant because of high SEECs in these phases. However, the In.
e� flux is always lower than the flux of Out. e� near the Cu electrode
in both cases due to lower SEECs.

The fluxes of reflected electrons and d-electrons at the powered
(bottom-left scale) and the grounded (top-right scale) electrodes for both
cases are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 9. There is an obviously differ-
ent emission behavior between reflected and d-electrons. As can be seen,
the Out. flux of reflected electrons emitted at two electrodes is higher than
the Out. flux of d-electrons because a lot of low energy bulk electrons can
reach the electrode when the sheath is completely collapsed (e.g., the
phase of 0.9< t/TRF < 1.1 near the powered electrode) and then be
reflected. We can also see that part of the d-electrons emitted before the
sheath is completely collapsed (e.g., the phase of 0.8< t/TRF < 0.9 near

FIG. 8. Spatiotemporal distributions of the ionization rate induced by r-electrons emitted at the powered (left column) and the grounded (right column) electrode, obtained from
case A (top row) case B (bottom row). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56 MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0 ¼ 1000 V. The sheath edges are defined by jEzj ¼ 5000 Vm�1.
The color bars are given in units of 1021 m�3 s�1.
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the powered electrode), which are accelerated by residual sheath potential.
Hence, the energy of the d-electron beam is high enough to traverse the
entire bulk and bounced back by the opposite sheath, which then forms
the trajectory of d-electron beams, as clearly seen in the top row of Fig. 7.
Although the flux of reflected electrons is greater than the flux of d-elec-
trons, d-electrons contribute a higher ionization rate compared to the
reflected electrons.

The propagating path of highly energetic SEs emitted from elec-
trodes is presented in Fig. 10 which shows spatiotemporal density dis-
tributions of r-electrons (first row), d-electrons (second row), and
reflected electrons (third row) with the energy above 15 eV obtained
from case A (left column) and case B (right column). The threshold e0
¼ 15 eV for electron-induced d-electron emission is close to the
threshold ei¼ 15.8 eV for electron-impact ionization of the back-
ground gas. Thus, the spatiotemporal density distributions of energetic
SEs are similar to the spatiotemporal distributions of the ionization
rate induced by SEs. The highly energetic beams of SEs accelerated by

the expanding sheath near the local electrode hit the opposite electrode
in the phase, within which the residual sheath voltage is still high
enough to bounce most of these SEs back to the plasma bulk. This
leads to an effective confinement of these energetic electrons in the
bulk and causes a high ionization (see Fig. 7). A beam of reflected elec-
trons generated in the collapse phase (e.g., the phase of 0.9< t/TRF
< 1.1 near the powered electrode as shown in the bottom row of
Fig. 9) is clearly visible as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 10. This
beam is caused by the emission of the high energy portion of reflected
electrons without sheath acceleration. The driving voltages can influ-
ence the fluxes and energies of ions and electrons at the electrodes and
hence affect the ionization dynamics. Figure 11 shows the ionization
proportion of c-, d-, reflected, and bulk electrons as a function of
V0 obtained from case A [shown in Fig. 11(a)] and case B [shown in
Fig. 11(b)]. Under the present conditions, the bulk electron beam is
generated at the expanding sheath edge, which propagates through
the bulk and dominates ionization for both cases. The most

FIG. 9. Incident electron flux (In. e�) and electron-induced total SEs (which comprises all the three components of electron-induced SEs) flux (Out. or r e�) (top row) and out-
going electrons and their components (d-e� and reflected e�) (bottom row) at the powered (bottom-left scale) and the grounded (top-right scale) electrodes obtained from
case A (left column) and case B (right column), respectively. Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0 ¼ 1000 V.
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significant portion of the ionization rate is directly generated by
bulk electrons in case A at low voltages and maintains above 60% of
the total ionization rate at V0 P 200V. However, as V0 increases,
the contribution of bulk electrons to the total ionization rate
accordingly decreases gradually, and the ionization proportion
reduces to about 47% at V0 ¼ 2000V in case B. Note that only the
contribution of d-electrons to the ionization increases with increas-
ing V0 due to energy-dependent SEECs in both cases. In case B, the
ionization proportion of d-electrons is lower than that of reflected
electrons at relatively low driving voltages (V0 < 800V). Upon

further increasing V0, the ionization proportion of d-electrons con-
tinues to increase and finally exceeds the ionization proportion of
reflected electrons. This trend reveals that the influence of electron-
induced SEs in the ionization dynamics cannot be ignored at low
pressures, especially at high driving voltages in CCPs. Different
from case A, the ionization proportion of reflected electrons is
always higher than that of c-electrons in case B. Therefore, the con-
tribution of reflected electrons to the ionization rate is also pro-
nounced when the maximum value of the elastic reflection gel.,max

is high.

FIG. 10. Spatiotemporal distributions of the density of r-electrons (first row), d-electrons (second row), and reflected electrons (third row) with energies above 15 eV obtained from
case A (left column) and case B (right column). Discharge conditions: d¼ 4.0 cm, f¼ 13.56MHz, p¼ 2.0 Pa, and V0 ¼ 1000 V. The color bars are given in units of 1013 m�3.
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IV CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a realistic model, describing electron-surface inter-
actions including the elastic reflection of electrons, the inelastic back-
scattering of electrons, and the emission of true electron-induced SEs
as a function of the incident electron energy and angle, is implemented
in PIC/MCC simulations. With this model, we have studied the effects
of asymmetric SEE induced by different electrode materials in low-
pressure argon CCPs. The discharges are operated at a low pressure of
2.0Pa, f¼ 13.56MHz, and over a wide range of driving voltages from
200 to 2000V in argon discharges. Considering the practical applica-
tion, two different materials are considered for the powered electrode,
i.e., Cu and SiO2 electrodes considered as cases A and B, respectively.
The results obtained from simulations based on case B were compared
with those obtained from case A to comprehensively understand the
electron-surface interactions. A pronounced difference of SE flux
induced by asymmetric electrode materials is observed, which leads to
asymmetric plasma characteristics and ionization dynamics.

The simulation results in terms of spatiotemporal ionization dis-
tributions of the different groups of electrons (c-, d-, reflected, and
bulk electrons) generated at the powered and grounded electrode were
presented separately. Because of multiple reflections of energetic ion-
induced and electron-induced SEs between two oscillating sheaths,
highly energetic d-electrons contribute significantly to ionization,
especially at high driving voltages in case B. Furthermore, field rever-
sals are observed in the phases when sheaths completely collapse at the
powered electrode at high driving voltage amplitudes due to high
SEECs of SiO2.

In general, these results show that the effects of asymmetric SEE
induced by different material electrodes are essential at low pressures
and high driving voltages. However, it is difficult to realize effective
heating of highly energetic electrons in the case of the SF discharge
investigated here. It is expected that the influence of electron-induced
SEs on the discharge characteristics could be pronounced in dual-
frequency discharges, where the conditions of collisionless bounce-
resonance heating40 are relatively easy to be satisfied. Besides, c-

electrons generated by ions have a significant contribution to the emis-
sion of d-electrons at low pressures.23 The c-electron yield largely
depends on the properties of the electrode surfaces. These c-electrons
are expected to be heated by the sheath at the DC electrode and
achieve very high energy due to the DC voltage. The combination of
the realistic model for the electron-induced SEE with energy-
dependent SE yields due to the heavy particle impact in DC super-
posed RF discharge will be discussed in the future work.
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